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My training was traditional: after leaving school I 
spent five years as a Management Trainee at the 
Savoy Hotel which included a year at Le Bristol 
in Paris. After returning to the Savoy and doing 
a stint in HR –in those days known as ‘the staff 
office’, I realised that I already knew everything 
you needed to know about the business and 
went off to manage a privately-owned hotel 
with 35 rooms in Ballater, near Aberdeen. What 
could possibly go wrong?

Well, I learnt more about the rude realities of 
managing hotels in that one year than throughout 
my years at The Savoy: it was a baptism of fire. I 
also learned that I preferred city hotels, and after 
a year in Cologne I started at the newly opened 
Inter-Continental Hotel, Hyde Park Corner, 
followed by senior assistant management roles 
with THF culminating at The Athenaeum Hotel 
as Deputy General Manager under Ron Jones. 
Ron was an excellent mentor from whom I 
gained much valuable experience. After a few 
years he (very considerately) was appointed 
GM of Claridge’s which provided me with the 
opportunity to fulfil my ambition of becoming 
a London GM.

In 1991 I joined The Halkin, a newly opened 
boutique hotel in Belgravia. This was followed 
by opening and managing The Metropolitan on 
Park Lane. Both hotels were in the vanguard of 
London’s fashion conscious, modern hotels and 
restaurants during the 1990s.

I then joined Sir Terence Conran and his co-
investor as Managing Director of the Great 
Eastern Hotel, which was undergoing a long 
overdue £65m reconstruction, and re-opened 
it in 1999 as the City’s leading hotel. This would 
have been the first time for many years that there 
was an Innholder actually managing an hotel in 
the City.  

In 2006, following the sale of the GEH, together 
with two colleagues, I set up MRMD, a company 
providing pre-opening management services 
for hotels in London, the Home Counties and in 
Moscow.   

My wife Caren, whom I met while we were 
both working in Paris, is an NLP and language 
trainer and we have two children who are both 
in the industry.   Christopher, a Freeman of the 
Company, is Director of Catering for ‘rhubarb’ at 
the Royal Albert Hall and the Goodwood Estate 
and Antony created ‘Anteater’, a London-based 
restaurant communications and public relations 
agency. Living near Richmond Park, we enjoy 
time with our grandchildren, travelling or good 
food as well as reading, music, and cycling.      

It is a privilege to be the first member of the 
Court to have been drawn from the ranks of the 
MIs, and to serve as Master of the Company. 
My theme for the year is, as you would expect, 
the hotel industry. In these times of change 
– political, sociological, technological, and 
economic, the hotel industry is one that is 
constantly adapting, but which is also evergreen. 
People will always need sustenance and shelter 
- food, drink, and a bed for the night, which is 
what Innholders have been providing since 
time immemorial. As Master, my aspiration is to 
strengthen our links with the Master Innholders, 
and to exploit our resources and partnerships 
to benefit the hotel industry and hospitality. 
We should support those who work to attract 
people into the industry, those who train and 
develop people – at all levels, and those who 
set an example of best practice.

I look forward to serving the Company and 
value the support and assistance of my fellow 
members of the Court, and of Dougal and Gillian 
in the Clerk’s office. M
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WELCOME TO YOUR 
NEW MASTER

My invitation to join the Innholders’ 
Company came through the Master 
Innholders. The MIs were first 
established by the Company in 1977 to 
re-forge their links to the industry, and 
which today boasts of more than 100 
members from all over the country.

BY NICHOLAS RETTIE MI



IMMEDIATE PAST MASTER REPORT
BY CHARLES ATTLEE

My aims from the theme of Involvement included keeping you better informed 
about what the Company is doing, and assuring you of the continuing relevance of 
the Company in the City, to our Services’ association, and especially to the charities 
and individuals we support.

The good thing about writing your own review is that you can consider the boxes 
ticked!

Of course, good things mostly happen if people work together; and when it comes 
to Communications special thanks are due to Petra Clayton and Gillian Croxford who 
have done a lot of work on the monthly newsletters. We know that the percentage 
being opened is very high – far above industry norms – with an equally impressive 
“click through” rate – where you click on the links to read the full story on the website.

In the City, the Company has supported a good deal of Lord Mayor Andrew 
Parmley’s activities through his year: from Pancake Races to the Treloar’s Gala Dinner 
via the Big Curry Lunch and the Medici Choir, and we were delighted to welcome 
the Lord Mayor and the whole Shrieval party to the Hall in April. Sheriffs Peter Estlin 
and William Russell seem assured of high office and it has been a pleasure getting 
to know them through the year. Julia Sibley has joined the City Livery Committee 
which is the key link between the Livery and the City Corporation. A number of Past 
Masters have brought their associations to the Hall, and I hope to do the same and 
build on relationships with the excellent group of Masters and Prime Wardens I 
have got to know through the year. And we also managed to settle a 400 year old 
misunderstanding with the Mercers over the Plantation of Ireland!

Our links with No. 32 (The Royal) Squadron have continued to grow and we’ve 
enjoyed three trips to Northolt as well as the chance to entertain members of 
the squadron at the Hall and at the MIs Back to the Floor fund-raiser. I have been 
especially pleased to see this develop – “The Royal” tag reflects the fact that the 
Queen’s Flight is a part of the squadron which my father commanded at RAF Benson 
in the early 1960s. And you can never have too many Spitfire fly pasts!

The charities we work with are inspirational: Springboard, Teach First, Combat Stress, 
the London Academy of Excellence, the City of London Schools, LVS, the Guildhall 
School of Music and Drama and, of course, Hospitality Action – celebrating its 180th 
birthday this year. I am happy to have met many of those working in the third sector 
along with some of those who benefit from their work. The Company can, and 
does, make a difference and, as well as regular donations, covered elsewhere, you, 

the MIs, and the St Julian’s Scholars, have been generous in your 
support for one off events, such as the Subscription Dinner and 
Row with the Master. Thank you again!

And so, to the question one gets most often as Master – what was 
your highlight?

It’s unfair of course to pick one but, if pushed, I’d choose between 
the opportunities to be a guest in the Hall afforded by the Cooks’ 
Company and the MIs; the reflected glory of being told many 
times we have the best food in the City - Herbert and his team are 
gold medallists and take all the other podium places as well, and 
I shall long treasure the memory of their impromptu carol singing 
when the choir didn’t turn up; and the support from the Court and 
the Clerk’s Office, as well as our Beadle, John Cash – quite the 
best guide a Master could wish to have.

But top is Annie who has thrown herself into the strange world of consorts and the 
City. Far from being a period when one person is stuck at home, Annie has made 
it a year we have been able to thoroughly enjoy together. I am grateful to her and 
to the Company. It has been an honour and I have been proud to have served  
as Master.
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“I shall long treasure 
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impromptu carol 
singing when the 
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WHAT A DIFFERENCE A WORD MAKES!
BY ANTHONY MELLERY-PRATT

The Court of the Innholders comprises the Master and three Wardens, together 
with seven Assistants, three Short-Term Assistants, and 10 Past Masters

When a Past Master has completed 10 years after leaving office as Master, he leaves 
the Court and becomes ‘A’ Senior Past Master. At the same time, the longest serving 
Past Master on the Court takes the title of ‘THE’ Senior Past Master. 

This is a role that was originally laid down in one of our Royal charters and it is 
the duty of THE Senior Past Master (SPM) to stand in for the Master or any of the 
Wardens who are unable to attend a particular meeting. However, if the Master 
should fall ill or be unable to continue in the role it is not the SPM who replaces him 
in that case, but rather the Immediate Past Master who steps back into the role of 
Master for the remainder of the year.

The SPM is provided with a handsome medal for the year and this is a relatively new 
addition to the company’s treasures, having been generously commissioned and 
presented by Past Master Tony Brighton at the end of his year of office.

The duties of the Senior Past Master are more ceremonial than onerous and there 
is the advantage of being invited to a few additional dinners which are generally 
reserved for the Master and Wardens only.

At the end of the year as THE Senior Past Master there is a small change of title, as 
the rest home beckons, and he (or she) then becomes A Senior Past Master. In that 
role, he is not a member of the Court but is able to attend and speak, but not vote, 
on any matters.

4 A YEAR IN THE LIFE OF 
THE MASTER’S LADY 
BY ANNIE ATTLEE

I had been attending the annual Ladies’ Dinners for around three decades before 
my year of office began. 

I had been greatly encouraged by previous incumbents to seize every opportunity 
offered and had cleared my calendar in readiness for the honour of representing 
the Innholders’ Company.

My year started with a gathering held by Mistress Tallow Chandler at their lovely hall. 
This event came at the perfect time for me to meet many of my cohort in my first 
few weeks of office. 

Along with other events at stunning halls - Dyers, Brewers, Carpenters, Cutlers, 
Armourers and Brasiers, and Pewterers to name but six, there have been many 
interesting outings. I would love to be able to give details of them all but space 
does not allow, so I will share my highlights.

There have been lunches in amazing places including ten feet below the surface 
of the Thames, on HQS Wellington having had a tour guided by a Past Master 
Master Mariner. Also going behind the walls of Brixton Prison for lunch at ‘The Clink” 
restaurant, where prisoners are trained in catering skills. I was particularly pleased to 
be there as the Clink charity is supported by the Innholders.

Fascinating tours have included Kew Gardens with Mistress Architect where I learned that there were more scientists 
at Kew than horticulturists. Continuing the plant theme, Mistress Apothecary organised a tour of the Chelsea Physic 
Garden where we viewed an eye-catching display of many different materials, all made from various plants from 
around the world. 

An early start was required for Mistress Butcher’s tour of Smithfield Market. The area has a fascinating history with 
unexpected facts emerging, such as William Wallace (Braveheart to you and me) was hanged, drawn and quartered on 
the site. We then moved on to Charterhouse with one of the Brothers imparting great knowledge of this extraordinary 
oasis of medieval monastery, manor house and school all in six acres of immaculately kept gardens. 

An altogether more lady–like treat awaited us at the Fan Museum in Greenwich hosted by Mistress Fanmaker where we 
saw over six thousand fans from around the world. 

Finally, I was honoured to host a lunch at Innholders followed by an informative talk by John Cash and a fascinating 
millinery demonstration by Tracey Chaplin.
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A FINE DAY OUT
BY NICHOLAS RETTIE MI

The Master’s Outing began with an informal pre-theatre supper 
at the Hilton Bankside and a visit to the Menier Chocolate Factory 
Theatre to see the excellent production of Peter Schaeffer’s 
comedy ‘Lettice and Lovage’, starring Felicity Kendall and 
Maureen Lipmann. Visiting a stately home will never be the same 
again… 

Saturday morning saw us start off with a tour of Sir John Soane’s 
museum in Lincoln’s Inn Fields. It is a remarkable collection, a 
perfectly preserved testament to one of Britain’s most influential 
architects. Architecture; interior design; Roman, Greek and 
Egyptian artefacts, and a significant collection of art all crowded 
into the museum, interspersed with some modern sculptures by 
Marc Quinn. 

Next was a wonderful lunch at the Wright Brothers restaurant in 
Spitalfields Market. Oysters, lobster, dry white wine: what’s not 
to like?

We then visited the Dennis Severs House on Folgate Street. It’s 
like a ‘time capsule’, an East End London house from the early 
Eighteenth century, straight out of Little Doritt. The sounds, the 
smells, the light, the textures, and the belongings are all on 
display, as if you had stepped into the family household moments 
after the occupants had left it. Quite eerie, but fascinating. It was 
an extraordinary contrast to the Sir John Soane Museum. 

After emerging from the house, we were divided into competing 
teams to undertake a fiendish ‘treasure hunt’, weaving our way 
around the streets of Spitalfields and Brick Lane. We were 
seeking out clues to lead us to the next spot, while at the same 
time observing signs around us that would provide answers 
to another set of riddles we’d been set. An effective way to 
sharpen our powers of observation, in a varied and authentic 
area of London.

We regrouped later for a pre-dinner drink kindly hosted by our 
Chaplain, Andrew Nunn, at the Deanery. The day was perfectly 
rounded off with dinner at The Swan, adjacent to Shakespeare’s 
Globe, on the South Bank. A private room upstairs, a delicious 
dinner, some (inevitably) chaotic moving table places between 
courses, much chatter and laughter: all against the back drop 
of a stunning sightline over the river towards the City – St Paul’s 
and the extraordinary kaleidoscope of architecture, the glowing 
sunset in the west reflected back to us from all that glass. Here 
was a group of Innholders enjoying themselves! 

Our warmest thanks to the Master and Annie for having prepared 
such a well-conceived and interesting programme, and to 
Gillian for having organised everything, and for making it all look 
so apparently effortless.
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“Oysters, 
Lobster, 

Dry White 
Wine: 

What’s Not 
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DONATIONS TO THE INNHOLDERS’ 
CHARITABLE FOUNDATION 
BY CHARLES ATTLEE

In April, I wrote to the Company asking everyone to consider making regular donations to the Innholders’ 
Charitable Foundation to support the Company’s charitable goals, and to recognise the substantial 
benefits we enjoy as members at little or no personal expense.

There has been an encouraging response and all those who contributed this year are recorded in this 
Annual Review on the back page with the names of substantial donors also being added to the Book 
of Benefactors which is displayed at our dinners. I know that there have been a number of particularly 
generous donations and am very grateful to all those who are helping the Company, many of whom have 
also supported other Company fund-raising events and the individual efforts of members.

My hope was that we would get to a position where, by now, over half of the Company would be making 
regular donations and that, collectively, we would be contributing over £25,000 each year. We have not 
quite reached the first goal but, with Gift Aid, the annual running total is only a few pounds short of that 
£25,000 target. Monthly donations are three times more than they were at the start of the year and, coupled 
with a donation from the Company which this year will total £100,000, we have a basis from which we can 
realistically hope to lift the annual charitable funding from £350,000 to £500,000. 

That would be a remarkable achievement – but we can only achieve it with everyone assisting to the extent 
they can. My sincere thanks to everyone who is contributing … and my exhortation to those who’ve yet to 
fill in the forms to do so soon!

WELFARE GRANTS/ELDERLY IN 
SUPPORT OF THE HOTEL INDUSTRY

£80,000

£65,000

EDUCATION IN HOTEL INDUSTRY

Hospitality Action

£50,000

Master Innholders Scholarships

£60,000

Wine & Spirit Trades Benevolent

£7,500

Springboard

£5,000

Licensed Trade Charity

£22,500
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“Monthly donations are three 
times more than they were at 
the start of the year”



Charitable giving is a central part of the Company’s activities and the 
work of the Patronage Committee is to ensure that our charitable giving 
is as effective as possible within the objectives set by the Court. Our core 
activities are divided broadly equally into three main categories: the 
young, the elderly and the industry. 

To better fulfil those aims, the committee has embarked upon a review of all long 
term giving to ensure that the original objectives set out are still being achieved and 
that the governance is good. As a result, many projects continued to be supported, 
whilst some have been phased out and others given stricter governance criteria 
which must be adhered to to continue our funding.

Our giving to the elderly sector has not changed in several years. We support 3 
charities to the sum of £22,500 that give welfare grants to people in need for specific 
items and a grant of £27,500 is given to Hospitality Action for winter fuel grants. Every 
penny of these grants goes direct to elderly people from the hospitality industry in 
need who without these payments would not be able to heat their home, repair 
their oven, or additional care at home for example.

In the Quincentennial year, two of the major projects that were supported were 
extended due to the success of the projects - Teach First £40k over two years & 
London Academy £25k over two years. This year we have extended our links with 
the services and started a grant with Combat Stress £30k over three years - providing 
catering for ex-servicemen in residential rehabilitation.

Our giving to the young continues mostly through scholarship grants for the City 
of London School, City of London School for Girls, Reed’s School, Guildhall School 
of Music and Drama and our continuing strong links with the Licensed Victuallers 
School. However we continue to monitor both the effectiveness and need of 
recipients and we are actively engaged in looking for ways to increase our reach.

Our main support of the industry has been through our support of the Innholder 
Scholarship programme now in its 20th year. The Committee is currently in the 
process of completing a thorough review of this major sponsorship which has 
proved highly successful over the years.

PAT R O N AG E  R E P O RT
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THE YOUNG

School Scholarships

£104,400
Teach First

£20,000
London Academy of Excellence

£12,500
Jamies Farm

£13,000
Drive Forward Foundation

£7,453

GENERAL PROJECTS

Combat Stress

£10,000

Charity Committee Small Grants

£34,900

Lord Mayor’s Appeal

£1,500

The Clink

£30,000

Services Competitions & Awards

£1,390
Annual Gift to Guildhall Library

£250
United Guilds Trust

£150

£157,353

£78,190

BY LORD THURSO - CHAIRMAN OF PATRONAGE COMMITTEE
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THE LICENSED TRADE –  
ADVICE, SUPPORT AND HELP
The Licensed Trade Charity was established over 200 years ago to provide support and a safety net 
for families working in the pub industry. In recent years the charity’s remit has widened to assist those 
working in or retired from the wider licensed drinks trade. The charity’s close association with three 
successful schools provides an income to sustain its wider charitable support to the trade.

The charity’s key objectives are to equip people within the trade to be self-reliant, to provide them 
with the right guidance and, if necessary, offer financial support to help them get back on their feet 
and on with their lives. Last year over 8,500 people contacted the charity for advice, support or 
financial help using its website or helpline. Guidance and help are typically sought in relation to issues 
arising from health, housing, relationships, debt and education or training. Financial assistance was 
offered to over 500 people, with the average grant being a little over £1,100. 

When the charity is approached for help, an initial assessment of need is made over the phone. 
In some cases a more detailed assessment is 
required and a visit is arranged by a volunteer. 
In addition to assessing the best form of 
support the visit provides a positive impact for 
those living alone. Each visit, including travel 
time and report writing, takes an average of 
five hours. Over the last year WCI provided 
£15,000 to support travel costs, training and the 
administration of over 250 visits.

OASIS FARM WATERLOO –  
A HIDDEN GEM IN LONDON’S SOUTHBANK
Over the last two years WCI has supported the Education Manager’s programme of work at Jamie’s 
Farm, a charity transforming the lives of vulnerable inner-city children on the verge of exclusion. 
The charity provides a comprehensive residential programme of farming, family and therapy at two 
working farms located in rural Wiltshire and Hereford.

The objective is to provide every child with a positive life-changing experience by tackling real and 
meaningful farm jobs, all very much outside their urban comfort zone. A typical week-stay group at 
Jamie’s Farm is made up of 10-12 young people – usually the group’s first visit to a working farm and 
often a first time away from home. Each group meets in the evening to eat together, talk about their 
working day and plan the farming tasks ahead. Groups are actively encouraged to ‘digitally detox’ 
from phones, iPads and social media. 

A few years ago Jamie’s identified the benefit of providing previous participants with an opportunity 
to build on their unique countryside experience closer to home and school. Modestly claiming to 
be the ‘closest farm to Parliament’ and probably the nearest flock of sheep to London Bridge, Oasis 
Farm Waterloo is transforming a strip of city wasteland into a flourishing community resource and a 
haven for nature. Since its launch in 2015 the farm has formed partnerships with local academies and 
community colleges, receiving visits from over 20 London schools and assisting 284 children during 
our period of support.
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£26,000

£15,000



CHANGING ATTITUDES, 
TRANSFORMING LIVES AND 
CREATING SECOND CHANCES
The Clink Charity aims to counteract reoffending rates amongst adult 
prisoners by providing training and placement opportunities in the 
hospitality industry. The charity currently operates seven projects across 
the country training up to 160 prisoners each day. Last year 384 prisoners 
received training and 138 obtained full City & Guilds NVQ level 2 
qualifications. Over 250 employers in the hospitality industry support the 
programme.

In order to simulate a professional working environment for the trainees, 
the charity has built public restaurants in prisons located at Cardiff, Brixton, 
Styal in Cheshire and High Down in Surrey. Trainees typically work a 40 
hour week to gain their NVQ qualifications, supervised by dedicated, full-
time trainers and assessors. Clink Gardens at High Down and Send, near 
Woking, provide fresh produce for the restaurants and enable prisoners to 
achieve NVQs in horticulture. 

During the last three years, WCI has provided £90,000 to fund the salary 
costs of a charity support worker for Brixton prison’s graduates. Upon 
release the support worker helps each graduate find employment and 
housing. The support worker provides weekly mentoring to reintegrate 
graduates back into society. This includes providing practical assistance, 
such as helping graduates open a bank account to receive wages from 
their new job. The programme clearly works - of the 92 Clink graduates 
released last year 89 went into fulltime employment and the others chose a 
further external rehabilitation programme.
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“Upon release 
the support 

worker helps 
each graduate 

find employment 
and housing. The 
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reintegrate 
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into society.”



CHARITY REPORT 
BY THE REVEREND CANON BILL CHRISTIANSON FNI – CHAIRMAN OF CHARITY COMMITTEE

CHARITY VISIT
Strongbones is a charity to help alleviate the pain, suffering and 
financial burden of families who have children suffering from 
brittle bone disease, bone cancer, scoliosis, arthritis, and all other 
serious conditions of the bone. A key element of their activity is to 
provide specialist equipment to enhance a child’s quality of life. 
The Charity Committee has supported the charity for the past four 
years purchasing equipment for specific children. 

Abigail, aged nine, suffers with microcephaly, scoliosis and 
holoprosencephaly. She is unable to stand so requires a standing 
frame unit to enable her to build muscles and stand in an upright 
position. This equipment allows her to partake in activities while 
standing and interact with her younger brother. She also needed 
a swing seat, with a double frame so her brother can sit with her. 
The Innholders Charity Committee donated £700 to cover the cost 
of these pieces of equipment. Abigail’s mother said “It will make 
the world of difference as it means that not only can she have 
a change of position when she is at home, but it is also helping 
from the physio side of things as it’s allowing her to have a big 
stretch and also strengthening her muscles which haven’t been 
used for a long time. The long-term hope is that we can teach her 
muscles how to walk and that she will be able to choose where 
she wants to go and maybe even get back into a conventional 
walking frame. It has meant that her brother has been able to see 
her standing up and has been able to get to her without a barrier 
and they have both enjoyed playing together” 

Ave, aged 7, suffers with brittle bone disease, visual impairment 
and is severely developmental delayed . Ava was in desperate 
need of sensory equipment as she has none at home to enable 
her to learn, relax and develop communication skills. The Charity 
Committee covered the cost to purchase her a sensory table top 
wind chime, aroma cubes, bells, fibre optic strands, bean bags 
and a tactile pack at a cost of £720.C
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As a member of and in participating in the work of The 
Innholders Charity Committee, it has enabled me to 
participate in what I believe is a primary function of a 
Worshipful Company - Charitable Giving.

With the assistance of the Assistant Clerk and members 
the committee, we are able to receive and process grant 
applications from those seeking assistance for their own 
particular charity and projects.

I joined the committee in 2012 as a liveryman and took 
over as Chairman in 2013. In my five years as Chairman we 
have awarded 154 grants totally £152,920.

One of the great joys of being part of the Committee is 
that after the available funds, usually £17,500 per half year, 
have been allocated, there has been the opportunity to 
visit some of the recipients and hand over the cheques. 
This adds a personal touch to the process as well as 
seeing the charity in action, something that, depending 
on the Charity, can be extremely moving and to see how 
much the grant is appreciated, no matter how small. The 
recipients appreciate not only the grant itself but that we 
take the time to visit. One of the workers of a charity I 
visited in 2016 Theatre Peckham, which has already been 
reported upon, said to me how good it was to be able to 
host benefactors and to show off their work and efforts, 
rather than to simply receive a cheque in the mail. This has 
been said by a number of those who have received their 
grants in this way.

Many small charities, and indeed many large ones too, 
“sail close to the wind” meeting their aims and objectives. 
To that end we always try to make grants to as many 
charities as possible and assisting as many people as 
possible. In other words - “more bangs for the buck”.

There are occasions however, when we find a particular 
charity that really touches the heart which we feel our 
grant makes a significant impact to the lives of those in 
its care. This might and should be said of all charities, but 
CPotential (formerly London Centre for Children with 
Cerebral Palsy) is one that stands out as a beacon and as 
such, we have, over the last few years made an exception 
to our general policy of “time restricted repeats”, 
awarding them grants in 2012, 2014, 2015 and 2017. 

Past Master Julia Sibley visited the centre in her year as 
Master, and I, along with the assistant clerk Gillian, have 
made several visits . It is always a moving and uplifting 
experience and it is just one of those we have supported, 
but a very good example and reminder, of why I think 
the Charity Committee is such an important part of our 
Company. It is also a reason why I hope that personal 
giving, now and in the future, will go from strength 
to strength and thereby enable us, as The Worshipful 
Company of Innholders, to make a difference to the lives 
of those who benefit from our Charitable giving.

It gives me great pleasure to submit this report on behalf 
of the members of the Charity Committee.

 “It will make the 
world of difference 

...strengthening 
her muscles which 
haven’t been used 

for a long time.“



VISIT TO THE FAMILY HAVEN, 
GLOUCESTER BY LIVERYMAN CLARE KEMP

This was the second time that the Charity Committee had awarded 
a grant of £1000 to The Family Haven in Gloucester, the first being 
back in 2012. I was delighted to deliver the cheque to Gerald 
Hollyhead, the Treasurer and discover for myself the work of this 
small charity in Gloucester.

For more than 25 years the charity has supported almost 2000 
disadvantaged families in Gloucestershire with children under 
the age of five, particularly the hard to reach and those living in 
unsuitable accommodation. It is now very well known that the early 
years of children’s lives are absolutely vital for good and healthy 
development and at the Family Haven parents find the support 
and expertise they need in achieving this end despite the difficult 
backgrounds they have come from. 

I met with Lorraine Barrett the Centre Manager who explained how 
the charity aims to build the confidence and self esteem of their 
clients and assist them in finding permanent accommodation, help 
them to improve their employment and training opportunities 
and build support networks. Ultimately they work to enable them 
to take control of their chaotic lives.

Lorraine showed me around the supervised children’s nursery 
(Ofsted governed) and well equipped garden play area. At 11am, 
the time of my arrival, the small building was buzzing with nursery 
children and filled with a wonderful aroma of home cooking. A 
hot lunch and the provision of healthy eating workshops is one 
of the things the charity prides itself in. On average they have 63 
parent and 75 child attendances per week.  

Parents have access to washing and drying machines, a sitting 
room and free second hand clothing. They are given basic welfare 
advice, parenting classes and counselling skills.

The ESOL (English for speakers of other languages) classes have 
proved to be a great success and enable parents to feel more 
confident in dealing with their children’s school needs and 
reading to them.

I met several of the small team of staff and volunteers and it 
was wonderful to see how the charity had been able to give 
opportunities to clients that had led to employment. Two of 
the current nursery nurses started out as clients themselves and 
therefore understood first hand how difficult the lives of some of 
these children can be.

I was touched to see and hear how our donations go someway 
to contributing to the ‘success stories’ of the Family Haven - the 
children who on arrival have little or no social skills but leave ready 
to start school, confident and on a par with their peers. Parents 
who arrive broken and worn down but emerge happy, hopeful 
and better equipped to cope with life’s demands and care for 
their children. I was only sorry I wasn’t staying for lunch!

SOME OF THE GRANTS GIVEN 
THIS YEAR INCLUDE…
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THE NO WAY TRUST. 

To raise awareness amongst young people 
aged 8 to 18 about the causes, consequences, 
penalties and impact of crime. They carry 
out interactive workshops in disadvantaged 
cities around the country in partnership with 
the police, fire service, ambulance service, 
magistrates and prison staff. 

MARYVALE COMMUNITY PROJECT.

Provides lunchtime clubs and activities for the 
elderly and adults with disabilities, a telephone 
befriending service for the housebound and 
advocacy service for those dealing with the 
public authorities. The community centre is in 
Kingstanding in Birmingham. 

TIME AND TALENTS ASSOCIATION. 

Working in Rotherhithe and Bermondsey to 
reduce isolation and improve mental wellbeing 
amongst the elderly and other vulnerable 
people. Provides activities such as quizzes, 
music, local history, darts and dominoes. 
Outreach sessions are also run to promote local 
services, selfcare and mental wellbeing.

SET POINT.

An educational charity based in Tower 
Hamlets whose aim is to inspire young people 
about science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics. It runs hands on workshops in 
Soanes Centre and an outreach scheme in the 
local schools.

NAPAC.

Provides a national telephone support line for 
adult survivors of child abuse and raises public 
awareness of the continuing impact of child 
abuse in adulthood.

ST HILDA’S.

A multi-purpose community centre running a 
number of projects for the local population. Our 
grant supported the Old People’s Project which 
plays a key role in combating social isolation 
through weekly clubs, quizzes, outings etc.

YOUNG & INSPIRED.

Assists social disadvantaged children in Hackney 
with activities such as homework club, sunshine 
breakfast club, Swimfit, remedial programme 
and a fitness club.

£1,500

£3,000

£1,500

£500

£1,500

£1,500

£1,000



Founded 39 years ago, the Master 
Innholders are actively engaged 
in giving back to the hospitality 
industry and we value the support 
given by the Master and members 
of the Court throughout the year.

The importance and benefits of 
becoming a Master Innholder are 
very much in evidence with eleven 
strong applications for membership 
this year, from which we made 
six awards. Four of the successful 
applicants are St Julian Scholars. 

The Master Innholder Scholarship 
was established in 1997 as an 
initiative from the Company to 
provide additional professional 
development opportunities to 
middle managers in the industry. 
Thanks to the generosity of the 
Company, the Savoy Educational 
Trust, the Lord Forte Foundation and 
the Master Innholders’ Charitable 
Trust (MICT), twenty candidates have 
been selected this year from nearly 
ninety applicants. 
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MASTER INNHOLDERS 
- GIVING BACK

BY STUART BOWERY MI,  
CHAIRMAN OF THE MASTER 

INNHOLDERS

“Our ‘not-so-
rusty’ seniors 

provided a 
silver service 
to 375 guests 

and raised 
£92,000 for 
Hospitality 

Action.”



Our qualification for junior level 
supervisors and managers, the Master 
Innholders’ Aspiring Leaders Diploma 
(MIALD) continues to be popular. 
MIALD provides structured learning 
linked to the Institute of Leadership 
& Management Level 3 Award. The 
programme receives huge support 
from the Master Innholders’ and 
the St Julian Scholars’ community as 
the learning modules take place at 
outstanding hotel venues across the 
country. From nearly fifty applications 
we selected eighteen aspiring leaders 
who commenced their first module at 
Pennyhill Park Hotel & Spa in April.

Established in 2015 in memory of 
Senior Past Master Derek Balls, the 
Derek Balls Scholarship is awarded to a 
Master Innholder who has shown great 
contribution to the wider industry and 
is self-motivated to progress their own 
professional development. This year’s 
scholarship was awarded to Dan Rose-
Bristow FIH MI, managing director of 
The Torridon Hotel, Scotland. 

A key event in the industry diary was the 
Master Innholders General Managers’ 
Conference in January. The theme 

for this, our 24th event, was ‘The Next 
Generation: an Industry Revolution’ 
which attracted 450 delegates and 
enabled us to distribute £45,000 to the 
MICT. The 2018 Conference will take 
place on 15-16 January at the Principal 
De Vere Grand Connaught Rooms. 

Senior figures from the industry 
demonstrated their hospitality skills 
in April by going Back to the Floor at 
the iconic Grosvenor House Hotel on 
London’s Park Lane. Our ‘not-so-rusty’ 
seniors provided a silver service to 375 
guests and raised £92,000 for Hospitality 
Action. Master Innholders have also 
engaged with the Springboard charity 
by creating jobs and work experience 
for disadvantaged young people.

We have recently formalised a liaison 
between the Company and the Master 
Innholders with David Taylor MI acting 
on behalf of our Executive Committee. 
Next year we propose to mark the 
40th anniversary of the formation of 
Master Innholders with a suitable event, 
inviting members of the Company, 
Master Innholders, St Julian Scholars 
and the MIALD Cohort.

13
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THE 2017 
SCHOLARSHIP 
IMPACT REPORT
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The Master Innholders Scholarship Scheme 
was created in 1997 in response to the 
lack of opportunity for middle managers 
in the Hospitality industry to benefit from 
the management training they needed 
to enable themselves to achieve their 
potential as senior managers.

It was felt that, particularly amongst the 
small independently owned properties, 
there are financial and time constraints 
that prevent the rising stars of the 
industry from broadening their skills and 
knowledge. Few employers, even multi-
unit hotel companies, provide high quality 
management development training for 
our target ‘market’ on a meaningful scale. 

However, the objective of the scholarships 
goes beyond individual development, 
with the acquisition of wider skills and 
knowledge, the scholars have a direct 
and positive impact in their own work 
environments, and, ultimately, across the 
wider industry. A large percentage of the 
scholars go onto mentor rising stars in 
the industry, actively support hospitality 
charities and promote the hospitality 
industry to young people as a viable 
career. 

One of the huge issues within the 
hospitality sector is the high staff turnover 
and retention of staff. All of those that have 
received a scholarship have stayed in the 
hospitality industry, in some form, a huge 
step forward in tackling this ongoing issue. 

HERE ARE A SOME OF WHAT OUR 
PREVIOUS SCHOLARS HAVE GONE ON 
TO DO:

SALLY BECK, 2006 
THEN: DIRECTOR OF SALES AND 
MARKETING, LANDMARK HOTEL 

NOW: GENERAL MANAGER, 
ROYAL LANCASTER LONDON

Sally Beck has used the skills in leadership 
that she gained from Cranfield Business 
Leaders course  2007, by launching an 
SME consortium to challenge and work 
with government to make sure that Small, 
Medium Enterprises had a voice by 
becoming a trailblazer for BIZ.  95% of our 
industry is made up of SME’s. At its height 
the consortium had 52 different companies 
represented. The SME consortium was 
able to work with BIZ and Government to 
make an apprenticeship framework that is 
fit for purpose for all. 

Another contribution is developing future 
leaders – Sally took the Aspiring Leaders 
program run by the Master Innholders and 
worked with Dr Hilary Cooke to create a 
bespoke course for her team that added 
practical learning alongside theoretical 
learning.  The hotel’s executive team, 
including Sally, deliver the 7 modules with 
Hilary – so far the Royal Lancaster London 
has developed 42 ‘future leaders’ for our 
industry.

GRAHAM COPEMAN, 2003

THEN: HOUSE MANAGER, CLARIDGES

NOW: GROUP HOTEL DIRECTOR, THE 
ZETTER GROUP 

Having been the beneficiary of 
mentoring advice through the scholarship 
programme, he has emulated its success 
as a mentor through the Savoy Society/
Springboard graduate mentoring 
programme, and now as a Master 
Innholder himself has begun a mentoring 
relationship with a new Scholar. In his 
time as President of the AICR UK (the 
International Association of Front Office 
Managers of Luxury Hotels) he was able to 
influence the direction of the Front Office 
Managers’ Association and create an 
annual seminar sharing best practice and 
develop the International Receptionist of 
The Year competition to include a focus on 
learning and development. 

As well as creating an in-house graduate 
training programme within his hotel group, 
Graham regularly works with schools, 
colleges and universities to encourage and 
support career choice into the industry, 
and is currently forging new relationships 
with the community in Manchester where 
The Zetter Group is set to expand in the 
coming years.

ST JULIAN SCHOLARS REPORT
BY JOANNE TAYLOR-STAGG MI, PAST CHAIRMAN OF ST JULIAN SCHOLARS

It has been another successful year for the St Julian Scholars, full of activities and engagement with the industry.

Our Autumn Meeting in 2016 was held at the InterContinental 
London O2 where we were hosted in style by the General 
Manager, Hasham Soliman, and his team. We had a wide array 
of speakers who provided some interesting insights to the overall 
theme of “Challenging perceptions – Brave new worlds”. The 
highlight was our final speaker Alex Danson, a member of the GB 
women’s hockey team who had recently been crowned Olympic 
Gold Medallists. Alex spoke about overcoming expectations and 
performing at the highest levels under extreme pressure. It was 
inspiring and thought provoking. The day was judged to be a 
great success, and the iconic nature of the venue ensured we had 
a large audience. Following the meeting we were again hosted 
most generously by the Worshipful Company for the annual 
dinner at Innholders’ Hall. 

Our Spring Meeting this year afforded us the luxury of seeing 
the Ned prior to its official opening. The theme for the day was 
“Engaging with our Future”, where the speakers discussed not only 
how to engage with the new generations entering our industry, 
but also how to take control of our own future development, a 
subject integral to the SJS purpose. Craig Bancroft MI, and current 
Hotelier of the Year, movingly laid out the challenge to all of us 
to engage with schools and education facilities and do more to 
increase the public perception of our industry. At the end of the 
meeting, our host Gareth Banner, took over as chair of the St Julian 
Scholars. 

We were delighted to note that this year’s scholarship application 
process has resulted in 20 young managers from across the 
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KATE LEVIN, 2010

THEN: DEPARTMENTAL MANAGER, 
CAPITAL HOTEL

NOW: GENERAL MANAGER, CAPITAL 
& LEVIN HOTELS AND DIRECTOR, THE 
LONDON BAKERY 

As a result of the project set on Kate’s 
course, the hotel now partakes in 
Hospitality Assured Assessments every 
year, ensuring consistent improvement of 
both of the hotels and that their standards 
of service and business practice are 
judged against the best of the industry. In 
2016 The Capital received the accolade of 
‘Most Improved Score’ at the annual HA 
awards. 

The Capital & Levin Hotels are involved 
with Oxford Brookes by having 2-3 interns 
per year and has 2 apprentices a year 
from Bournemouth and Poole. Kate is 
actively involved with Springboard and 
ensures that new Ambassadors are trained 
each year, the restaurant also participates 
in Waiters Day. The hotels have a very 
structured work experience programme 
and frequently have young students 
working with them in order to encourage 
more people into the industry from 
leaving school.

ADAM ROWLEDGE, 2013

THEN: DEPUTY GENERAL MANAGER, 
NUTFIELD PRIORY HOTEL & SPA

NOW: GENERAL MANAGER, GEORGIAN 
HOUSE 

Since completing the course Adam has 
been involved with a project by the 
Institute of Hospitality to review their 
Management Standards and is a member 
of the Supervisory Board of the Institute as 
well as being Chair of its Sussex Branch. He 
is heavily involved with mentoring outside 
of his business through the IoH Mentor Me 
programme as well as with a graduate from 
the Master Innholders Aspiring Leaders 
Diploma and with students from Oxford 
Brookes and the University of Surrey. Adam 
has been involved in building relationships 
between education and industry through 
his involvement in Passion4Hospitality, 
taking the decision to take a university 
placement student each year as part of 
the team at Georgian House and by taking 
guest lectures at universities in addition to 
offering consultancy projects for students 
to undertake at Georgian house as part of 
their development.

MICHELLE WELLS, 2014

THEN: GENERAL MANAGER, SHERLOCK 
HOLMES HOTEL

NOW: GENERAL MANAGER, PARK 
PLAZA COUNTY HALL HOTEL 

Michelle is a key ambassador on the 
Savoy mentoring programme with 3 
mentees, 2 within my own company and 
1 with the Savoy Mentoring Scheme. 
Michelle works with Lambeth Council 
on the First steps programme and also 
Lambeth College with their apprentice 
scheme. On the Victoria Board for the 
Business Improvement District to fly the 
flag for hospitality and allow us to have 
a voice on key subjects such as living 
wage and local improvements. Working 
closely with the Passage, a local homeless 
charity to promote hospitality and support 
people on their ‘Getting into Hospitality’ 
development programme.
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industry being selected to attend various programmes during 
2017. Maintaining this number of scholarships can only be achieved 
through the tremendous support provided by the main funders 
of the programme, namely the Company, the Savoy Educational 
Trust and the Lord Forte Foundation. 

As this will be my last duty as Chair, I would like to thank my fellow 
SJS and particularly our engaged, enthusiastic and talented 
committee members for the support they have afforded me 
throughout my tenure. It has been a great privilege to be 
entrusted with leading our growing organisation over the last 
couple of years. In this regard, I wish Gareth Banner, our incoming 
chair, even more success as he steers this fantastic organisation. 

Finally, on behalf of all St Julian Scholars, I must thank the Master 
and the Court for the continued support we enjoy from all 
members of the Worshipful Company. This is never taken for 
granted, and the close ties we enjoy with all at Innholders’ Hall are 
very much appreciated.



NEW SHORT TERM ASSISTANT 
BY MATTHEW WRIGHT

Although I had attended WCI as a guest on a number of occasions 
in the past, my involvement with the Company started in late 2012 
when I was admitted to the Freedom and then progressed to 
Livery in early 2015. It was a great honour for me to be asked by 
the Clerk to join the Court as a Short-Term Assistant. I am, slowly 
but surely, discovering the workings of the Company and very 
much look forward to being able to offer my financial skills and 
make a positive contribution in years to come.

3 NEW APPRENTICES 
The Combined Beckwith and Apprentices Lunch on 13th 
December saw a new generation of Innholders begin their journey 
through the company. Assistant Richardson and Liverymen Pope 
and Ovey watched on helplessly as the Clerk called on their sons 
Jamie, Rupert and Sebastian respectively to give up their vices 
and pledge themselves to the service of their Apprentice Masters.

The boys are in safe hands. The respective Apprentice Masters, 
Liverymen Rebecca Moule, Andrew Ovey and Rory Pope, will 
guide the boys - who are at school together at Radley College - 
safely through the coming years and possibly on into the Freedom. 
Decisions for another day, even if the Clerk has forbidden 
decisions made on the roll of a dice.
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NEW COURT ASSISTANT
BY IAN MULLINS

I am delighted to have been invited to join the Court and look 
forward to contributing to the work of the Company in the future.

I originally became aware of the Worshipful Company of 
Innholders through Senior Past Master Michael Vass, who joined 
the Governing Body at LVS Ascot at the same time I became the 
Head Teacher there in 1996.  The historic links with the school and 
the Company date back to around the 1850s, and I became very 
interested in the history and connections of both organisations.

In more recent times, the school has benefitted from sponsorship 
of the Sail Training Scheme and ‘A’ Level Awards.  The Licensed 
Trade Charity has also received substantial financial support in its 
work within the hospitality trade.

I became a Freeman in 2011 followed by a move to become 
a Liveryman.  For the past few years I have been involved with 
Patronage Committee which has given me an insight into a key 
part of the Innholders’ work.  I have been extremely impressed 
with the charitable work of the Company and the mixture of 
personalities and people within the organisation, covering a wide 
range of occupations, interests and passions – all combining to 
ensure that the diners at the hall benefit from great hospitality.

I have been married to Deborah for 34 years, our two children, Nia 
and Cai, are both Freeman of the Company.



ADMITTED INTO THE FREEDOM 17

JAMES SANDERSON 
is Head of Prep School at 
Forest School, London. He 
was formerly Head of Music 
there and at Essex Academy 
of Musical Arts and previously 
was a touring opera soloist. 

KARL HYDEN  
is a Financial Crime Risk 
Manager, currently Co-Head 
of Global Casework at HSBC’s 
Financial Intelligence Unit. 

THOMAS HERBERT  
is the son of Liveryman Justyn 
Herbert. Thomas is currently 
a senior scholar at Trinity 
College, Cambridge reading 
for a Master’s in Electrical/
Electronic Engineering.

JOHN WYLDE  
is the son of Richard Wylde 
and former Family Apprentice 
(to the late Sir Robert Finch). 
John is currently on the 4-year 
Graduate Entry medical course 
at Pembroke College, Oxford, 
having graduated with a BA in 
Biological Natural Sciences at 
Downing College, Cambridge

DOMINIC BOLAS  
is the god son of Past 
Master Hugh Evans and is 
a Detective Sergeant in the 
Metropolitan Police. 

CHRISTOPHER BALLS  
is the son of Liveryman Richard 
Balls and grandson of the 
late Senior Past Master Derek 
Balls. After completing BA 
(Hons) Politics and Economics 
at Newcastle University he is 
now a teacher on the Teach 
First programme, working at a 
school in Croydon.

CLOTHED IN THE LIVERY OF THE COMPANY

KATHERINE (KANDY) 
MADDOCK  
became a Freeman in January 2014. 
Kandy is a Clinical Physiotherapist, 
specialising in Pain Management. 
She was a governor of an endowed 
primary school for seven years and 
chaired the Board for three years. 

PETRA CLAYTON  
was admitted into the Freedom in 
December 2015. She has run her 
own communications company for 
the hospitality sector over the past 
10 years. She currently leads the 
marketing and communications for 
the Master Innholders and the St 
Julian’s Alumni, as well as chairing 
the Company’s Communications 
Sub-Committee.

REBECCA MOULE  
is the niece of Assistant Tom 
Richardson and was admitted into 
the Freedom in January 2014. 
She qualified with a Master’s in 
Management at St Andrews University 
and works as a manager with 
Accenture, specialising in Financial 
Services. 
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BY ANDREW NUNN,  
DEAN OF SOUTHWARK

What is the life of a priest like? Well, to be 
honest it’s a lot like the life of an Innholder. 
We are both in the hospitality ‘industry’, 
we both have open doors and we never 
know quite who will come through them, 
we both serve food which will satisfy the 
body and cheer the soul, we both need to 
receive people in the good times and the 
not so good, and listen to people in both 
situations. It is often the innkeeper who is 
the star of children’s nativity plays. ‘There’s 
no room’, shouts one and then another 
until one says, ‘There’s room in the stable’ 
and the star guides the way – your star.

The events of 3 June around London Bridge and 
the Borough Market put Southwark Cathedral 
at the eye of a terrorist storm and of media 
attention. As we were at the heart of a major 
crime scene, and within the police cordon, we 
were closed for a week. The Market was closed 
for ten days, as were many of the inns and 
restaurants in the neighbourhood. Waiters were 
amongst those brutally killed, other hospitality 
staff were traumatised. For all of us unable to 
open our doors and welcome people in it was a 
very difficult time – we just couldn’t be what we 
know we are called to be, people of hospitality. 

But in those difficult days, and in the weeks since 
then, we have discovered a new commitment 
to each other and to the area. As priests, 
we discovered – or was it, were reminded 
of the fact – that the church is more than its 
walls and that we could be the church on the 
streets, talking to people where they were and 
worshipping where we could. For the places 
of hospitality in the area, it was about getting 
ready for that moment when doors could be 
opened and the crowds of people could be 
welcomed again, when food could be served, 
bread broken and wine poured. In fact, a week 
or so after the reopening, the local bars and 
restaurants gathered to create a wonderful 
consortium with the Cathedral using the hashtag 
#lovelondonbridge by which we welcomed 
people back with open arms.

Difficult days continue, Barcelona and Cambils 
have shown us that, and they will continue. But 
what has been learnt is that the world needs the 
message of inclusive, welcoming hospitality that 
both this Worshipful and ancient Company and 
the church are there to proclaim and support. 

As the 18th century writer William Combe said,

‘Where’er his fancy bids him roam,

In ev’ry Inn he finds a home.’

Our aim, whether a priest or innholder, is to 
make that home available under the sign of the 
star – for whoever it is that needs a welcome, 
whoever it is that is roaming.C
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“Our aim, whether a priest 
or innholder, is to make 

that home available under 
the sign of the star – for 
whoever it is that needs 

a welcome, whoever it is 
that is roaming.”
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IN THE CLERK’S OFFICE 

This year we embarked on a major project 
to upgrade our IT. I know everyone does 
it every three years or so, but this time it 
really was a step-change for us.

Until this year, we have relied on our 
own server in the building, with the data 
backed-up nightly and copies taken 
off site weekly. All this worked quite 
satisfactorily until about two years ago, 
when one weekend our server was subject 

to a malicious attack which wiped-out 18 
months of data, despite having, as we 
thought, quite robust anti-virus software 
and firewalls. Fortunately, we had back-
ups of most of it: nevertheless, we still lost 
about 3 months’ worth of data which was 
never recovered.

With the Master’s help (he is, as you 
may know, a bit of an IT nerd!) we set 
about looking to upgrade all of our IT 
to a more robust system that no longer 
relied on storing our date on site. As the 
cognoscenti will understand, the theory 
is easy; achieving it in practice is less so! 
As I write this, we have now successfully 
moved all of our data to cloud-based 
servers, including our Sage accounts but, 
in order to achieve this, we’ve all had to 
have new Windows10 PCs, a new firewall 
router, etc, etc. However, all of this has 
highlighted one significant shortfall; 
our internet connection is quite slow. 
Now, ordinarily, we could happily cope 
but, with the number of clients Herbert 

brings into the building, none of whom 
can be off the internet, it has really put 
our connection under severe pressure. 
Fortunately, together with Herbert, we’re 
now looking to install a fibre optic cable 
into the building in the near future. While 
it may not speed up the pace with which 
we reply to your emails, it will allow Gillian 
and I much faster browsing for our next 
holidays! 

Elsewhere, we are just about to embark on 
a major project to upgrade all the lighting 
throughout the building. We are looking 
to replace all the current incandescent and 
halogen lamps throughout with modern 
ultra-low energy LED lighting. We will 
also probably be replacing some of the 
switches with automatic sensors so that, in 
areas that only have irregular foot-fall, we 
won’t be using electricity unnecessarily. 
Mind you, from my experience of this in 
its infancy, I used to have to wave at the 
sensor every 10 minutes or so, otherwise 
my office was plunged into darkness!

COURT MEETING & LIVERY DINNER
THE BEADLES DAY 
Have you ever wondered? On arriving 
at the Hall for a dinner, having been 
warmly greeted at the door and being 
announced to the Master and Wardens, 
before grasping your chilled glass of Pol 
Roger, just how much preparation has 
gone into a Court Livery Dinner?

Possibly, but then you quickly get caught 
up with meeting your fellow Company 
members and a variety of interesting 
guests. Then before you know it the Beadle 
announces “Master, Wardens, Ladies and 
Gentlemen dinner is served”, (Company 
members pretend they heard nothing), 
the doors open and the splendour of the 
Hall is there for all to see!

As the Beadle, I have had the pleasure to 
oversee approximately 180 Innholders’ 
lunches/dinners and it is a well-trodden 
path, like most things routine.

It always starts some three months prior to 

the dinner with the menu. Innholders’ are 
blessed that every Renter Warden who is 
responsible for the menu and wines, has 
an in-depth knowledge of both food and 
wines, as proved by our current Renter, 
so good he has remained in situ for two 
years. Should they ever lack for inspiration 
they can always call on the magician in the 
kitchen, Herbert, and use the Chairman of 
wines as a backup! 

Armed with the menu and wine 
instructions, the real work of preparation 
begins a week or so prior to the dinner. 
The required wines are brought forward 
from the “Fort Knox of wines”, Vinoteque 
in Burton-on-Trent (which holds over 
60,000 cases of wine, 900 which belong 
to the Company), and delivered to the Hall 
a week before. 

The company silver cutlery must be 
cleaned and polished. On average, any 
one dinner for 85 plus Out Mess requires 
100 covers for ease of accounting. This 
equals 700 individual pieces of silver to be 
cleaned, then counted out and counted 
back in on completion of the dinner. At 
the same time, any company treasures that 
require cleaning are also cleaned.

 ON THE DAY: -

1. Move the Master, Wardens, Clerks gowns, 
plus my own, to the ground floor ready 
for gowning prior to the Court meeting.

2. Ensure Gillian has details of the wines that 
are going to be used for the menu.

3. Set the table in accordance with the 

seating plan provided by Gillian. The 
tables are lined up against the pattern of 
the carpet, the only straight lines in the 
Hall.

4. Prepare candles and wall sconces, check 
lighting, AirCon and microphone. 

5. Bring the cutlery up for the Front of House 
Team.

6. Place the treasures on the table. These 
are regularly rotated to ensure all the 
treasures get seen by everyone. Not 
forgetting the Master and Wardens silver 
goblets which are placed in front of each 
one. The Clerk’s trophy is placed in front 
of him and the Grouse is close to Past 
Master Anthony Mellery-Pratt (freshly 
loaded with snuff). Any piece donated by 
a recent Past Master is placed adjacent to 
him when possible.

7. The wines are brought up and passed 
to the Front of House Manager and he is 
briefed regarding the Chairman of wines 
specific instructions.

8. Company wine decanters and port 
decanters are placed behind the bar 
ready for decanting.

9. Brief by Clerk regards Court Meeting, 
Freemen, clothing or new Court Assistant.

10. Prepare my notes regarding 
announcements for the lunch/dinner 
and running order for the Front of House 
team.

11. Shower, change into Black tie.
12. On arrival, brief guest speakers regarding 

lectern and microphone.
13. “Master Wardens, Ladies and Gentlemen 

dinner is served let the fun begin”!!

BY JOHN CASH MBE



A FLIPPING GOOD DAY OUT
BY CHARLES ATTLEE

Shrove Tuesday is of course the traditional annual opportunity to 
eat pancakes. In the City it’s the day for the Inter-Livery Pancake 
Races in Guildhall Yard organised by the Poulters (or course they 
provide the eggs too), with the Gunmakers’ surprisingly loud 
cannon starting the heats, the Clockmakers handling timing, 
lemons from the Fruiterers, plastic forks from the Cutlers, and 
gloves for each contestant from the Glovers.

A “parting gift” from Julia Sibley, who competed in 2016, was the 
news that I was expected to compete for the Company’s honour 
in 2017!

The collection of competitors is quite a sight and we even had the 
Lord Mayor and both Sheriffs 

Ably assisted by John Cash, I was gowned and badged and 
donned the mandatory in chef’s hat, apron and gloves, and set off 
in pursuit of glory in the Masters’ Qualifying Race: run, toss, run, 
turn, run, toss, run, finish!

Happily, I avoided being drawn in lane 2 – the Lane of Death 
– which saw several fallers at the tricky turn and just edged the 
Master Framework Knitter for first place in my heat. But, with 
three heats and needing one of the five fastest times, would it be 
enough? Yes! 18.5 seconds was second fastest.

So, my “parting gift” to Nicholas is his entry ticket to the 2018 event; 
and, he will be looking for support from the Company to enter the 
Liverymen, Ladies and Novelty heats. 

Make a diary date for 12 noon in Guildhall Yard on 13th February 
2018. It’s good fun … and you get a pancake! And I shall be 
cheering them on from the side lines.
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INTER-LIVERY CLAY SHOOT 
Since its revival in 1993 the annual Inter-Livery Charity Clay Shoot is one of the highlights of the City of London 
charity events.

It is attended by over 400 guns every year in four man teams, representing over 55 Livery Companies. The guns battle 
it out over a ten stand, 80 bird Sporting layout interrupted only by the four man, 80 bird, flush from the high tower.

This year, on Wednesday 17th May, the Innholders entered a team of 5 (with the Sinden’s, father and son, taking 
alternate stands). Liveryman Damian Cleary did well being placed 21st on the individual scores and the team came a 
reasonable 37th out of 72 places. 

The shoot has become highly competitive whilst maintaining a comfortable, friendly, esprit de corps atmosphere and 
of course creating a pool of money for donation to charity.



WCI GOLF 2016/17
The Golf Society’s limited annual fixtures started at the end of October 2016 with the 
Dowgate Challenge, the annual competition between the livery companies whose 
homes are on Dowgate Hill. With the best six Stabelford scores from a team of eight 
counting, we fielded a team of seven - Charles Attlee, Nick Chaplin, Ruth Chaplin, 
William Cowpe, Terry Knight, Nick Luddington and Gerald McDonald – whereas 
the eventual winners, the Skinners for the fourth time in nine years, had a team of 
nine. Despite excellent conditions and very little wind at Worplesdon, the whole 
field averaged just 23 points due to very tricky greens and the ever present heather.  
We finished a creditable third place.

The end of April saw the Company on the Coronation Course at the RAC. The 
forecast rain stayed away and prizes went to Peter Ellis (Past Master of the Turners), 
Ruth Chaplin, Gerald McDonald, Steve Jewell and Damian Cleary.

Our final fixture was at Woking in mid-September, a welcome return after a year’s 
absence, featuring Richard Norman, Michael Wates, David Payne (top score), Charles 
Attlee (second equal), William Cowpe, Simon Leathes (Nearest the Pin and second 
equal), Gerald Mcdonald, Maxim McDonald, Nick Luddington, Ruth Chaplin, Nick 
Chaplin and a number of guests, including Wendy French out-driving everyone 
despite only a limited advantage from the red tees.

We have enjoyed excellent company and some lovely venues with a smaller group 
joining the Fanmakers for a special outing at Swinley Forest. We are always on the 
look out for more members of the Company to join us and do please drop the 
Assistant Clerk a line to get onto the list – average handicaps are in the 20s so, as you 
may have gathered, skill is not the main criterion to play! Special thanks to Gerald 
McDonald for organising the RAC, Nick Chaplin for Woking and Charles Attlee for 
the Dowgate Challenge.

21LORD MAYOR’S BANQUET
On Wednesday 19th April, the Innholders welcomed the Lord 
Mayor, Alderman Dr Andrew Parmley, along with the Aldermen 
& Sheriffs, Mr Peter Estlin and Mr William Russell to dinner at 
Innholders’ Hall.  After a champagne reception the Company and 
guests were treated to a four course culinary delight crafted by 
Herbert Berger and his masterful team, as always the food was 
outstanding. 

Dr Andrew Parmley was a teacher for over 30 years and is heavily 
involved in education and music and has served as Chairman of 
both the City of London School for Girls and the Guildhall School 
of Music & Drama. It seemed only fitting that we should have one 
of our scholars from the GSMD, Miss Emily Kyte, to sing along with 
2 other scholars. 

During the evening the Master presented a cheque for £1,500 
to the Lord Mayor for the Lord Mayor’s Appeal, Educate Support 
Inspire, which supports LSO Discovery, St Paul’s Music Outreach 
and Music in Hospitals, enabling them to continue their valuable 
work into the future.

COURT & GUEST DINNER WITH 
COMBAT STRESS
On Tuesday 5th September the last of this year’s Court and Guest 
Dinner was held at Innholders’ Hall. During the year the Master 
has followed the Immediate Past Master’s theme of highlighting 
charities that we support through our charities. The after-dinner 
speaker was Robert Marsh, Director Income Support for Combat 
Stress, which we are supporting with £30,000 over 3 years. Robert 
spoke about the amazing work that Combat Stress are doing 
and how important our grant is to the recipients. For those that 
suffering with the severest mental health conditions, Combat 
Stress runs residential programmes in its three treatment centres 
based across the UK, our grant part-funds the costs of providing 
meals undergoing residential treatment programmes. E
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INTER-LIVERY SAILING REPORT 
BY FREEMAN SOPHIE NIERS
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The morning of the 2017 Annual Interlivery 
Sailing Regatta was an early rise for 
some, especially after a great supper the 
night before with the Dyers at the Island 
Sailing Club which involved lots of good 
food and wine and some traditional 
competitive banter. The evening ended in 
the Union pub where the younger Dyers 
plied us with drinks which some may have 
thought was a tactical move to dampen 
the Innholders’ ability on the water the 
next day! But nonetheless, we all arrived 
early; bright eyed and bushy tailed for our 
exciting day of sailing. 

The sun was shining, but with the weather 
forecast showing some likelihood of rain, 
the Innholders crews were looking the 
part, fully clad in their oilskins; however 
some more so than others, with Kandy 
Maddock, a new livery man and annual 
attendee of the sailing event, wearing what 
she described as her ‘Atlantic’ sailing gear 
despite the relatively mild May weather!

Our Company had a total of five of the 
sixteen boats that turned out for the race; 
a reflection of the enthusiasm amongst the 
keen sailors within the Innholders for what 
they widely describe as the ‘Unmissable 
Annual Innholders’ event. Our boat for 
the race was Esprit, and with Anthony, Joe 
and George Mellery-Pratt on board, the 
competition was keen – I believe Flair V 
with Tim Mellery-Pratt was the particular 
one to beat…nothing like a bit of family 
rivalry to mix up the competition! 

Joe took the helm at first and, with the 
guidance of our navigator and ‘strategist’ 
Anthony, we had a good start (so I was told 
by the more experienced crew members!). 
The Esprit crew worked well as a team with 
George, Adrian Thomson and Leo Niers 
working well on the winches along with 
the help of John and Carol Cash. Neil Vardy 

gave his sailing expertise, as he knew his 
boat well. And finally, Steve Edwards and I 
were doing our job acting as a weight on 
the side of the boat – this was my favourite 
job; to sit there sunbathing, staring out at 
the beautiful views of yachts on the Solent 
whilst chatting with your feet dangling over 
the side of the boat and actually helping!

Esprit was sailing on course and, with a 
few strategic manoeuvres, we managed 
to maintain our 3rd place position for the 
first half of the race, behind the Stationers 
and Flair V, our toughest competition, 
we thought. All was going smoothly, 
and Esprit made it onto the home stretch 
despite George being attacked by a rope 
at considerable speed during a jibe, but to 
our relief, and thanks to the old fashioned 
full back protecting life jacket, he was 
able to get up again, although somewhat 
winded and bruised, and we continued 
with our route.

However, due to unforeseen currents, 
Esprit lost speed and we sadly succumbed 
to being overtaken by two other boats; 
one being Jin Tonic, another Innholder 
boat crewed by Bill Edgerley, Andy 
Roberts, and Graeme and Alice Groom, so 
the disappointment wasn’t too hard on our 
competitive, but team-spirited crew. 

All in all, with handicaps factored into the 
score, the Stationers won the race with their 
boat Assassin, with the Innholders’ Flair V 
coming a close 2nd place with fewer than 2 
minutes between the boats. Jin Tonic took 
3rd place with Esprit coming in 4th. A very 
pleasing result for the Innholders to take 
the top 3 of 4 positions. Our friendly Dyers 
team appeared to have had a problem at 
the start of the race as they had trouble 
putting up the foresail meaning they were 
10 minutes behind at the start line, as Tony 

Brighton would say ‘a rather Dyer-bolical 
situation’ (apologies Linda – I don’t mean 
to encourage his jokes!).

The boats came into the Marina just as the 
dark clouds brought on the well anticipated 
and perfectly timed characteristic English 
shower! A celebratory lunch was had 
inside the boats; another example of the 
wonderful organisation, with plenty of 
wine and even a delicious homemade 
potato salad concocted by Anthony 
Mellery-Pratt, which was devoured despite 
his thinking that there would be some for 
his journey back the next day! 

A delicious dinner was served in a 
marquee at the prestigious Royal Yachting 
Squadron. After dinner, cups were 
awarded to the winning teams. Not only 
did the Innholders receive 3 out of the top 
4 trophies, but Hourglass, the boat sailed 
by Hugh and Delma Evans and Bill and 
Gill Russell were awarded the Epsom Cup 
for the best performance of a small boat. 
Flair V also won The Anne Glover Cup for 
the highest placed Innholders’ Yacht (a 
fabulous idea to introduce a cup to ensure 
that the Innholders never go home empty 
handed!).

It really was a truly wonderful weekend; it 
was not just the sailing that made my first 
ever sailing regatta so enjoyable but it was 
meeting and getting to know so many great 
people. I would absolutely recommend 
this trip to any freeman/liveryman who, like 
me, do not know that many people at the 
Innholders, but either love sailing, or the 
idea of sailing, and would want to take the 
opportunity to immerse themselves into 
this marvellous Innholders event.

Thanks to Hugh Evans, so we were all 
delighted that he received The Epsom 
Cup, or should we say the biggest cup 
in the competition! An additional special 
thanks to John Cash who’s going to be 
polishing the five trophies all year long. 
Let’s hope to add the winning trophy 
to the collection next year; I’m looking 
forward to the challenge already!

“Our Company had a total of five of the 
sixteen boats that turned out for the race; 
a reflection of the enthusiasm amongst the 
keen sailors within the Innholders.”
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THE GREAT 
RIVER RACE  
9TH SEPTEMBER 2017 
BY LIVERYMAN SEAN MOLONY

Last year the liveryman Sean Molony 
rowed the Great River Race which 
starting in Docklands, down the river 
Thames and finishing in Ham covers 
a gruelling 21.6 miles – a distance 
befitting the title “the river marathon”. 
Then ready to retire as a novice long 
distance rower and having received 
an elaborate certificate from the 
Worshipful Company of the Watermen 
and Lighterman, he was foolish 
enough to offer to write it up for the 
newsletter to the assistant clerk post 
the Lord Mayor’s Show at the Hall and 
instead found he was Captaining a 
boat of eager, immediately recruited 
Innholders for the 2017 race. 

It was quickly decided that “Rowing 
with the Master” could prove appealing 
to Charles and he was duly on-board 
joining a notably stalwart rowing crew 
consisting of John Howard, Justyn 
Herbert, Jamie Brewer, Sean Molony 
and Harriet Sinden. The Immediate Past 
Master Julia Sibley was our required 
passenger while rather ironically 
Thomas Herbert as the youngest and 
only member of the crew who could 
actually row was our cox. 

Over 300 boats took part in the event 
and for those that supported at Tower 
Bridge, which was the first of 28 bridges 
passed under through the race, it was 
quite a spectacle. The two training 
sessions paid off and the crew settled 
into a steady and purposeful rhythm 
that was rarely allowed to stray from the 
constant “In and Out” beat called out 

by our motivator. The pre-race sausage 
rolls proved to be the real master stroke 
though. Not off put by numerous 
skiffs, longboats, cutters, gigs, dragon 
boats and even a Hawaiian outrigger 
powering past our indomitable crew, 
there was in turn a huge cheer as we 
sprint finished past Sam’s bees and 
Alfred’s wasps close to the finishing 
line. However, it was beating the 4th 
Streatham Sea Scouts that we were most 
relieved about.

The following two worthy charities 
were selected for split sponsorship: 

ALZHEIMER’S SOCIETY 

The UK’s leading dementia charity 
provides face-to-face support, 
telephone and on-line support, to help 
those people living with dementia 
access the health and social services 
they require. The Charity are investing 
£50m into the UK’s first dedicated 
Dementia Research Institute in order 
to progress dementia prevention, care 
and cure. 

HOSPITALITY ACTION

The leading UK based Hospitality 
Industry Benevolent Organisation 
offering financial grants to those that 
have fallen on hard time; alcohol and 
drug awareness in the industry; Gold 
Friends to reduce social isolation of the 
elderly and an Employee Assistance 
Programme.

Pleasingly, nearly £8,000 was raised 
in total and so a heartfelt thank you 
to those that supported the team 
and in particular to the Assistant Clerk 
who went out of her way to even 
be at the start. There are now eight 
proud Innholders that have received 
an elaborate certificate from the 
Worshipful Company of the Watermen 
and Lighterman.
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“Pleasingly, nearly 
£8,000 was raised in 
total and so a heartfelt 
thank you to those that 
supported the team”
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A TASTY YEAR SO FAR
BY HERBERT BERGER

The principal highlight of the year has 
undoubtedly been our financial success. 
We grew the Herbert Berger at Innholders’ 
Hall business by 5 per cent over 2015/16, 
but over the past year we have done even 
better – and are on course for one of our 
best years yet. This year is not finished yet, 
of course, but we are on track to grow by as 
much as 15 per cent – maybe more. Given 
that this has been achieved against the 
background of the economic uncertainty 
and negativity surrounding Brexit makes 
it all the more significant for the team and 
satisfying. It underlines our absolute belief in 
quality and consistency.

What’s happened is that we have been 
consolidating our staff and growing the skills 
base of the operation by adding two more 
to the team, taking the fulltime headcount 
to 11. The latest hires include our new 
Front of House Manager Sylvain Logie who 
was the manager at my Michelin-starred 
1 Lombard Street, bringing considerable 
knowledge and skill to our already solid and 
longstanding team. 

One of the nicest things about the last year 
is that we have had our regular customers 
return but we have also seen lots of new 
clients – many of them have come by word 
of mouth but Ely has relentlessly, tirelessly 
and with her charm and efficiency brought 
in many more new clients. It’s extremely 
gratifying and reflects the fact that we focus 

very hard on producing a high-quality 
experience for guests – from the initial 
contact to front of house through to the food 
we serve and the service in the hall itself. 
We also work fastidiously to be as flexible 
and responsive as we can to client needs. 
And this is being noticed across the City 
with growing numbers of clients from other 
liveries, masonic, various city institutions and 
private groups.

From the Company perspective, there have 
been many highlights of the year, too, but 
the most important for me is always the 
installation dinner, where we try to create 
something really sincerely special for the 
incoming master. In this and every other 
matter in the kitchen, my head chef Tim and 
pastry chef Arnaud are my right-hand men, 
leading the team at my side and working to 
create what we do. It’s not arrogance to say 
it, I hope you will agree, but I am confident 
that the quality of the food at Innholders’ 
hall is unmatched across the livery and event 
halls of London. No one else works the 
same way that we do – in terms of structure, 
philosophy about food, ingredients and 
service – and I believe that no one else can 
achieve the quality and consistency that we 
do either. It’s been a great year with a unique 
team – and we’re already looking forward to 
2018 with great gusto. Finally, I would like to 
welcome the new Master and wish him all 
the best for his year.
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MEET THE CATERING TEAM

ELENA LEVA 
EVENTS MANAGER 
Elena has worked in the events industry 
for over 17 years and has worked for some 
of the biggest names in the hospitality 
industry, including Alain Ducasse, Marco 
Pierre White, Jeff Galvin at L’escargot, 
The Royal Garden Hotel, The Howard 
Hotel, Ian Schrager at Sanderson & St 
Martin’s Lane Hotels. In 2004 Elena went 
to 1 Lombard Street as Assistant Events 
Manager and was then promoted to 
Events Manager in 2006 and this is where 
she started working with Herbert Berger 
she managed 1 Lombard Street at the 
time and also Noble Rot where she also 
worked with Fred Siriex.

TIM RICHARDSON
HEAD CHEF 
After training at the Ambassador Hotel in 
Paris, Tim returned to London working at 
Langan’s Brasserie and the two Michelin 
starred Conna years as Head Chef at the 
Petersham Hotel he went on to work 
with Chef Patron Herbert Berger at 1 
Lombard Street for 12 years. Tim was 
Herbert’s right-hand man and together 
they established great food in the city 
and earned many accolades including the 
Michelin star for the restaurant. 

ARNAUD VIATTE
PASTRY CHEF
Arnaud started his training in a pastry 
shop in Monbeliard where he was taught 
all the foundations in the art of pastry 
making. After his training he joined 2 
Michelin starred Jean Paul Jeunet at 
the Hotel de Paris in Arbois for 2 years 
and then on to the world famous 3 star 
Michelin restaurant George Blanc, Relais 
et Chateau. On moving to London, he 
went to work with Herbert as Head Pastry 
Chef at 1 Lombard Street and Noble Rot 
for over 9 years before following Herbert 
to Innholders Hall. 

“One of the nicest 
things about the 

last year is that we 
have had our regular 
customers return but 

we have also seen lots 
of new clients” 
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2017

TUESDAY 3RD OCTOBER Installation Service & Dinner

MONDAY 30TH OCTOBER Young Livery and 32 (Royal) Squadron RAF Event 

TUESDAY 7TH NOVEMBER  Court Dinner 

FRIDAY 10TH NOVEMBER  Court Dinner for the St Julian Scholars Alumni

TUESDAY 5TH DECEMBER William Austin & Florence Balls Dinner

TUESDAY 12TH DECEMBER Clarence Beckford & Apprentices Luncheon

2018

TUESDAY 9TH JANUARY  Court Dinner for the Associated Companies 

TUESDAY 6TH FEBRUARY Court & Guest Dinner

TUESDAY 6TH MARCH  Court Luncheon

FRIDAY 16TH MARCH  United Guilds Service & Luncheon

TUESDAY 10TH APRIL Court & Guest Dinner

SATURDAY 19TH MAY City Yacht Club Inter-Livery Regatta in Cowes

TUESDAY 5TH JUNE Court Dinner for the Master Innholders

TUESDAY 19TH JUNE  Livery Dinner with Partners

TUESDAY 3RD JULY  Masters, Prime Wardens & Clerks Dinner

TUESDAY 17TH JULY  Court Dinner with Partners

TUESDAY 7TH AUGUST Election Court Luncheon

TUESDAY 4TH SEPTEMBER Court & Guest Dinner

MONDAY 1ST OCTOBER Common Hall – Election of the Lord Mayor 

TUESDAY 2ND OCTOBER  Installation Service & Dinner
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COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
BY LIVERYMAN PETRA CLAYTON

In 2016 the Master coordinated the creation of a dedicated communications committee to help shape 
and promote the messages out to Freeman and Liveryman.

Following our initial meeting, we agreed upon a series of goals to achieve over the year which 
included the launch and management of a successful email newsletter and a fresh look to the annual 
review. 

I’m pleased to say that we have been successful in developing an engaged audience with our email 
campaigns and delighted we have been able to share so much news on our charitable activities as 
well as our events.  

Over the last 12 months, 10 newsletters have been sent to the database and they have included a total of 52 stories. The newsletters have 
produced open rates as high as 70.7% (industry average 19.2%) and click through rates as high as 31% (industry average 1.9%). This year’s 
most highly engaged with story is the write up of the summer Livery dinner. 

The annual review in 2016 was well received and we hope you see the continuous improvements being made and reflected in this year’s 
review.  We of course, welcome all your suggestions and contributions for further annual reviews and emails.

The website is also an important method of communication and the usability and functionality needed to be addressed.  Gillian Croxford 
and I have been evaluating the existing site and with the full support of the Master and the company we have appointed Umi Digital to 
develop a new website.

The new site will go live by the end of the year and will focus on sharing more stories and news about the Company’s activities.

To enable us to continue with sharing these valuable messages and stories, we need as much support and engagement as possible.  
So, if you are keen to flex your writing muscules or would like to get more involved with some of the charity events and help share their 
stories, then we’d love to hear from you.

I’d like to thank the committee for all their work this year and for keeping the news coming!

Ben Aird

Tina Aird

Charles Attlee

Richard Ball MI 

Graham Bamford MI

Gerard Basset

Bernard Bourdillon

Edmund Brandt

Anthony Brighton

Sir Malcolm Chaplin CBE

The Reverend Canon Bill Christianson FNI

Alexander Clarke

Hugh Davie

Charles Druce

Nigel Fox

Victoria Gaunt

Neal Goldsmith

Kezia Hanson

Keith Harrison

Justyn Herbert

Adam Hersey 

Frank Hinks QC

John Howard

Duncan James 

Ron Jones MI

Anthony Lorkin 

Nicholas Luddington

Philippa Luddington

Kandy Maddocks

Emma McEwen 

Luke McEwen

Andrew McKenzie MI

Sqn Ldr Andrew Missen RAF Ret’d

David Morgan-Hewitt MI

Ian Mullins

Nia Mullins

Philip Newman-Hall MI

Sophie Niers

Richard Norman

Andrew Oxley MI

Ian Plenderleith CBE

Jeremy Pope OBE DL

Rory Pope

Toby Pope

Nicholas Rettie MI

Tom Richardson

Philippe Rossiter MI

James Sanderson

Christine Scott

Julia Sibley MBE 

Joe Silvester

Richard Skelton

Peter Stevens

Lord Thurso

James Wates CBE

Piers Wates

Peter Wingfield

Timothy Wood 

George Wylde

John Wylde

DONORS TO THE CHARITABLE FOUNDATION 2016-2017



MASTER Mr Nicholas Rettie MI

UPPER WARDEN The Reverend Bill Christianson FNI

MIDDLE WARDEN Mr Keith Harrison

RENTER WARDEN The Rt. Hon. The Viscount Thurso PC MI

THE IMMEDIATE PAST MASTER Mr Charles Attlee

THE SENIOR PAST MASTER  Mr Peter Dowling

PAST MASTER Commander Hugh Evans RN

PAST MASTER  Mr Jeremy Pope OBE DL

PAST MASTER  Mr Peter Denley

PAST MASTER  Mr Ian White 

PAST MASTER  Mr Timothy Mellery-Pratt

PAST MASTER Mr Tony Brighton

PAST MASTER  Mr Graeme Groom FRCS

PAST MASTER  Mrs Julia Sibley MBE 

ASSISTANT Mr David Brann

ASSISTANT Mr Tom Richardson 

ASSISTANT Mr James Wates CBE

ASSISTANT Mr Andrew McKenzie MI

ASSISTANT  Mr Ian Mullins

SHORT-TERM ASSISTANT Mrs Kezia Hanson

SHORT-TERM ASSISTANT Mr Alex Clarke

SHORT-TERM ASSISTANT Mr Matthew Wright

CLERK Mr Dougal Bulger

ASSISTANT CLERK Mrs Gillian Croxford 

CHAPLAIN The Very Reverend Andrew Nunn 

THE BEADLE  Mr John Cash MBE

THE COURT OF THE WORSHIPFUL 
COMPANY OF INNHOLDERS
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